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ABSTRACT
Communication problems (eg, dysphonia, dysfluency and language and articulation disorders), swallowing disorders (dysphagia and globus), cough and upper airway symptoms, resulting from functional neurological disorder (FND), are commonly encountered by speech and language professionals. However, there are few descriptions in the literature of the most effective practical management approaches. This consensus document aims to provide recommendations for assessment and intervention that are relevant to both adults and young people. An international panel of speech and language professionals with expertise in FND were approached to take part. Participants responded individually by email to a set of key questions regarding best practice for assessment and interventions. Next, a video conference was held in which participants discussed and debated the answers to these key questions, aiming to achieve consensus on each issue. Drafts of the collated consensus recommendations were circulated until consensus was achieved. FND should be diagnosed on the basis of positive clinical features. Speech and language therapy for FND should address illness beliefs, self-directed attention and abnormal movement patterns through a process of education, symptomatic treatment and cognitive behavioural therapy within a supportive therapeutic environment. We provide specific examples of these strategies for different symptoms. Speech and language professionals have a key role in the management of people with communication and related symptoms of FND. It is intended that these expert recommendations serve as both a practical toolkit and a starting point for further research into evidence-based treatments.

INTRODUCTION
The pivotal role of the speech and language professional has been long established in the management of a range of disorders of communication, swallowing and cough.

There is a strong evidence base for the treatment of the aforementioned disorders occurring during childhood development, in association with structural anomalies, and as the result of neurological disease or injury. In contrast, there have been comparatively few intervention and outcome studies for individuals with functional communication, swallowing and cough disorders; while there is some evidence for the assessment and treatment of functional dysphonia and dysphagia, other symptoms have received very little systematic research attention.

In functional neurological disorder (FND), neurological symptoms are experienced which are genuine, and usually associated with distress and disability, as a result of potentially reversible changes in function and not as a result of disease, damage or structural abnormality.1 FND is a common cause of neurological symptoms, present in around one in six patients presenting to neurology outpatient clinics.2 Crucially, FND is diagnosed on the basis of positive clinical features of internal inconsistency, and not by exclusion of structural damage or disease.3 FND is also described in children and young people,4 in whom successful outcomes have been reported by speech and language professionals.

Although many speech and language professionals will have assessed or treated people with functional dysphonia, they may also be asked to assist with differential diagnosis or provide treatment of a much wider range of functional communication, swallowing and cough disorders, in isolation or in combination with other symptoms of FND. This is an area in which some and perhaps many speech and language professionals have felt unsure or under-prepared when asked to provide treatment.4 And yet these disorders are not rare: review of referrals to one large US speech pathology department over a 3-year period found that (excluding functional dysphonia) 3% of patients with acquired communication disorders had functional disorders.5

These consensus recommendations for assessment and intervention draw on published evidence where available. However, in areas where empirical evidence is sparse, the approaches recommended here represent those the authors have found useful in their own clinical practices.

We hope that these recommendations will assist practitioners in their practical management of these disorders, and support future research towards evidence-based treatments.
This is a shortened version of our full recommendations (see online supplemental file 1) which contain more information about diagnosis and further detail of management of functional foreign accent syndrome (FAS) and related disorders, globus/functional dysphagia and laryngeal hypersensitivity syndrome/functional cough. We would like to direct the reader to these full recommendations (see online supplemental file 1).

METHOD
Consensus process
A modified Delphi approach was used. Speech and language professionals from different countries with extensive experience with functional communication, swallowing or upper airway-related symptoms (including cough and/or breathing) were identified from an initial review of the literature and subsequent snowball recruitment from professional networks, and were invited to respond to a series of questions relating to their recommendations for assessment and treatment. This was followed by two videoconference discussions, after which a draft of each subsequent document was circulated three times until consensus was reached. The aims and methods were similar to those used to develop published recommendations for occupational therapy and physiotherapy in FND; it is intended that this document complements these publications.

Participants
The group included 18 speech and language professionals (speech and language therapists/speech-language pathologists; nine based in the UK, five in the USA, one in Germany (German and USA trained) and three in Australia) with clinical experience of treating patients with FND. Participants had between 6 and 46 years of postgraduate experience. The group also included nine based in the UK, five in the USA, one in Germany (German and USA trained) and three in Australia) with clinical experience of treating patients with FND. Participants had between 6 and 46 years of postgraduate experience. The group also included UK representatives from neuropsychiatry (n=2) and neurology (n=1), supporting a multidisciplinary approach.

Terminology
Historically, FNDs have had many names including conversion disorder, psychogenic, psychosomatic, somatoform, medically unexplained or functional; these terms reflect differing behavioural, physical and psychological perspectives. There is now reasonable consensus among neurologists and psychiatrists that the term functional is the most appropriate diagnostic term, primarily to emphasise a disorder of function with aetiological neutrality, when referring to specific symptoms (eg, functional dystonia, functional tremor, functional blindness). FND symptom as defined by the DSM-5 (2013) is the umbrella term for these disorders which lie at the interface between neurology and psychiatry. Diagnosis of FND Symptom in DSM-V requires the presence of one or more symptom of altered voluntary motor or sensory function, which is incompatible with or not better explained by other recognised neurological or medical conditions, and which causes clinically significant distress or impairment. Each symptom type may be specified, that is, ‘With swallowing symptoms’ or ‘With speech symptoms’. Speech and communication symptoms may occur in isolation, or alongside a range of other functional neurological symptoms.

There continues to be confusion about the most appropriate terminology for disorders of communication, swallowing and cough in the absence of structural or neurological pathology. Difficulties in reconciling terms for these symptoms can undermine efforts to define clinical phenotypes, to collect data and to develop evidence-based treatments.

This document aims to focus on the elements of effective treatment, rather than on these complex issues of terminology and definition. In the interests of consistency, therefore, the term functional will be used throughout this document to refer to these disorders of communication, swallowing and cough. An inclusive approach has been taken in including symptoms (eg, globus and dysphagia) which may fall between definitions of FND and functional somatic symptoms but which are commonly encountered in the clinical practice.

Conceptual understanding
Some reviews have examined psychosocial risk factors in functional communication and related disorders. However, symptoms do not always develop after major adverse life events, or in the context of clinically diagnosable psychological distress or psychiatric comorbidity, and the absence of adversity or distress should not be taken as evidence that the disorder is not functional. In common with FND in general, symptoms often develop instead in the context of injury or illness, for example, upper respiratory tract infection, voice overuse, injury to the face, mouth, oropharynx or larynx; traumatic head injury.

This group’s consensus on the conceptual understanding of the diagnosis of communication and related FND symptoms (box 1) is informed by current and widely accepted explanatory models for FND.

The role of the speech and language professional
In the full version of this document (see online supplemental file 1) we conclude that the existing skillset and practice environment of most speech and language professionals allows for a major contribution to the diagnosis and effective treatment of most functional communication, swallowing and cough disorders, including as part of the multidisciplinary team.

Initial assessment
Aims of the initial assessment include information-gathering and preliminary diagnostic formulation, and rapport building; attention to additional elements can be helpful in establishing illness beliefs and expectations which may be important in maintenance of symptoms, the conduct of therapy, and response to treatment (box 2). Anecdotal evidence suggests that many patients with FND only attend for one session, similar to findings for psychotherapy, so it is crucial that the first session is a positive experience.
Psychosocial assessment often provides an understanding of the life events, relationships, and personality traits that may be relevant to the symptoms. Gentle enquiry about recent stresses or significant events is appropriate, as part of an exploration of the risk factors described in Table 1. However, while some patients are interested and may benefit from exploring the possible relationship between their experience of psychosocial trauma or distress and their symptoms, others prefer not to do so. It is important that patients are made to feel comfortable discussing such issues, but it is also important not to probe indiscriminately if a history of trauma is not forthcoming; it is possible that there has been no relevant psychological trauma or adverse life events and repeated uninvited questioning about trauma can undermine the therapeutic relationship. It is also important that speech and language professionals are aware of available local resources with appropriate levels of expertise to address suspected or certain significant psychological/psychiatric/psychosocial needs that may need to be addressed prior to or concurrently with symptomatic treatment of communication or swallowing symptoms.

**Diagnosis of FND**

FND should not be a diagnosis based on the exclusion of disease. In line with FND in general, a range of positive clinical features of functional communication, swallowing and cough disorders are now recognised which support a positive diagnosis of FND. General features are outlined in Table 2; examples of specific symptom profiles are described in the relevant sections below. These features may be observed during history taking, during the standard motor speech examination, or may be observable in the person’s social utterances and activities, specific speech or swallowing tasks or conversational speech.

Although diagnosis of a functional disorder can generally be made on the basis of positive features, comorbid structural pathology should be excluded early in the diagnostic process (with appropriate investigations, when necessary), even when a functional diagnosis seems likely. Importantly, the presence of ‘structural’ pathology does not exclude an FND diagnosis, which can be comorbid with structural or neurological disease, possibly representing ‘functional overlay’, and can be identified on the basis of positive clinical features. In such cases the speech and language professional plays an important role in the process of differential diagnosis and communicating to the patient and other clinicians in the multidisciplinary team which elements of the presentation are the result of structural damage or disease and which have a functional basis.

### Table 1 A model of predisposing, precipitating and perpetuating risk factors for functional communication, swallowing and cough disorders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors:</th>
<th>Biological</th>
<th>Psychological</th>
<th>Social</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Predisposing vulnerabilities</strong></td>
<td>► Genetic factors.</td>
<td>► Personality traits (neuroticism, low social potency, stress reactivity, emotional inhibition, low self-esteem, perfectionism).</td>
<td>► Adverse life events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Previous functional symptoms and disorders.</td>
<td>► Interpersonal difficulties.</td>
<td>&gt; Stress.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Pre-existing medical illness, especially affecting communication, for example, traumatic brain injury.</td>
<td>► Suggestibility.</td>
<td>&gt; Poor relationships.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Biological vulnerabilities in nervous system, lower/upper respiratory system, head and neck.</td>
<td>► Coping styles.</td>
<td>&gt; Symptom modelling (eg, of family members).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Precipitating mechanisms</strong></td>
<td>► Physical injury; strain/pain; surgery; medical illness.</td>
<td>► Ambivalence over expression of negative emotions, conflict over speaking out, sense of entrapment.</td>
<td>► Significant adverse life events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Habituated muscle tension patterns; dysregulated movement patterns; excessive inhibition of movement.</td>
<td>► Anticipation of difficult encounter, illness or pending surgical procedure.</td>
<td>&gt; Interpersonal stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Viral infection affecting upper or lower respiratory tract.</td>
<td>► Drugmedication induced side effect.</td>
<td>&gt; Stigma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Inhaled toxic substances.</td>
<td>► Exposure to noxious odours.</td>
<td>&gt; Medical uncertainty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Exposure to noxious odours.</td>
<td>► Historical or recent choking incident with persisting belief something still caught in the throat.</td>
<td>► Excessive reliance on unreliable sources of information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Historical or recent choking incident.</td>
<td>► Drugmedication induced side effect.</td>
<td>► Stigma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Belief something still caught in the throat.</td>
<td>► Exposure to noxious odours.</td>
<td>&gt; Medical uncertainty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Perpetuating factors</strong></td>
<td>► Hypersensitivity to subtle changes in air pressure, temperature, sensation in respiratory and vocal tract.</td>
<td>► Fear—avoidance.</td>
<td>► Litigation or disability compensation issues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Physiological arousal.</td>
<td>► Tendency to ‘all or nothing’ or catastrophic thinking.</td>
<td>&gt; Medical uncertainty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Physical pain.</td>
<td>► Perception that voice use or swallowing are dangerous, harmful, effortful.</td>
<td>► Excessive reliance on unreliable sources of information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>► Belief that symptoms are due to damage or suspected or confirmed disease/illness; unusual illness beliefs.</td>
<td>&gt; Stigma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>► Entrenched symptoms have become part of one’s sense of self or personal identity.</td>
<td>&gt; Stigma.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A given factor may cut across a range of components within the biopsychosocial formulation. For example, in some individuals altered threat/emotion processing may be both a predisposing vulnerability and a perpetuating factor.
movements or struggle behaviours, and to maintain gains in patients to regain normal function and inhibit abnormal behaviour can take time and practice to overcome, and there may also be perpetuating influences (see table 1). Some therapists find it useful to develop a time-limited treatment contract which includes indications for ending therapy, a

TREATMENT

In general, the broad principles of treatment of functional disorders of communication, swallowing and cough are the same as for other FNDs. The first and most important part of treatment involves making a positive diagnosis (ie, based on symptoms consistent with FND and not solely based on ruling out other explanations) and clearly explaining the diagnosis and the reasons for it to the patient. This explanation may have therapeutic value in its own right. Subsequent therapy may include symptomatic, behavioural and/or psychological interventions along with ongoing education about the diagnosis.

Explaining the diagnosis

In explaining the diagnosis, it is important to (1) take the problem seriously and acknowledge that the symptoms are real, (2) explain that this is a positive diagnosis (as defined above) and that the diagnosis is not unknown or mysterious, (3) explain the reasons for the diagnosis by demonstrating or explaining its positive clinical signs (box 3), (4) provide written material and links to other resources. Suggestions to help with effective explanations are listed in box 4.

When the person referred for treatment has already had the diagnosis explained by the referring professional, it is still important for the speech and language professional to reinforce, consolidate, and, if necessary, expand the person’s understanding about the functional disorder diagnosis. When there is comorbid structural pathology, the therapist may need to discuss the extent to which it may or may not be an obstacle to improvement.

Duration of treatment

Most patients referred with functional disorders of communication, swallowing and cough can benefit from speech and language therapy, often substantially/dramatically and sometimes rapidly. Many achieve some improvement or even elimination of one or more, and sometimes all of their symptoms during the initial consultation. While this does not necessarily mean that the functional disorder has fully resolved, such early symptomatic improvement is very encouraging. Others require several therapy sessions of symptomatic/behavioural work, integrated with counselling. Clinical experience suggests that intensive therapy, with sessions several times per week, may be most successful in helping patients to regain normal function and inhibit abnormal movements or struggle behaviours, and to maintain gains in the wider social context. We recognise, however, that limited resources may limit the frequency of therapy.

For some, several weeks or months of treatment may be required for a sustained improvement that generalises beyond the clinical setting. This has sometimes been attributed to the patient ‘being resistant’ or ‘failing to comply’ with recommendations, but generally speaking, patients do want to improve—that is why they are there—and are cooperative with treatment. Habituized patterns of movement and behaviour can take time and practice to overcome, and there may also be perpetuating influences (see table 1). Some therapists find it useful to develop a time-limited treatment contract which includes indications for ending therapy, a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2  Positive clinical features of functional communication and swallowing disorders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive clinical signs of FND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptoms are inconsistent with clinical examination and laboratory/imaging findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptoms are internally inconsistent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptoms are associated with inefficient and non-ergonomic patterns of movement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note that many structural/neurological communication disorders can show symptom fluctuations. The core difference is that in structural/neurological cases one can discern plausible predictability in how/when/where symptoms vary—for example, in relation to fatigue, time in medication cycle, cognitive load and language variables such as word frequency, syllable complexity, stress placement in words/segments. These underlying regularities tend not to be present in functional communication and swallowing disorders.

FND, functional neurological disorder.

Box 3  Demonstrating clinical signs

Some practitioners feel uncertain about demonstrating clinical signs of functional disorders to patients in the clinic; however, in our experience this is almost always a positive experience for patients.

For example (not real cases):

► A middle-aged man presented with sudden onset of functional falsetto characterised by an unusual high-pitched falsetto voice. The therapist asked him to produce a strong/ooh sound while palping, tilting and manually repositioning his larynx, demonstrating that normal lower-pitched voice was possible.

► A woman presented with a severe functional aphonia. During videolaryngoscopy examination, the otolaryngologist made a humorous aside about his poor golf swing and the patient laughed politely. The therapist pointed out that during that spontaneous laughter, it was possible to see the sudden relaxation of the tightly constricted false vocal folds that was inhibiting the function of the true vocal folds, thus revealing the potential for normal function.

► A recently retired man presented with sudden onset of moderate-to-severe dysfluency characterised by whole word and initial phoneme repetition with speech blocks. The therapist asked him to speak on a topic while focusing on sequentially tapping each of his fingers with his thumb, beginning on the left hand then continuing with the right. Moments of stuttering reduced from 25 in a 1 min monologue to just two, demonstrating the effect that distraction had and the ability to easily produce smooth, stutter free speech.
**General neurology**

**Box 4 Explaining the diagnosis**

**Important elements of the explanation of a functional communication, swallowing and other upper airway-related (e.g., cough and breathing) disorder**

Although we have used the term ‘functional disorder’ for consistency, we understand that a range of terms may be used to describe these conditions. For example, cough might be more clearly explained in terms of hypersensitivity or hyperresponsiveness. We also recommend that the explanation be tailored appropriately to the patient’s level of understanding. Examples of explanatory phrases used by the authors are listed below:

**Take the problem seriously**
- ‘These symptoms are real and not ‘in your head’.
- ‘This is a genuine problem, and I believe you’.
- ‘I imagine this must be making things at work/home really difficult’.

**Name the diagnosis**
- ‘You have a functional speech disorder affecting your articulation’.
- ‘You have a functional stuttering problem affecting your fluency’.
- ‘This sensation of a lump in your throat is called functional globus’.
- ‘This is a type of functional neurological disorder’.

Explain the diagnosis in terms of what it is rather than saying what it is not
- ‘The symptoms are caused by abnormal brain functioning rather than structural damage or disease’.
- ‘A software problem, not a hardware problem’.
- ‘Software not broken, but has a glitch’.
- ‘The machinery is still present and whole, but someone switched the outlets so now when it gets plugged in, it doesn’t work smoothly anymore. We need to switch to the outlets back’.
- ‘The server is busy’.
- ‘Your muscles have the potential to work properly but the messages are having problems getting through’.
- ‘The train is off the tracks. The train and the tracks are both working correctly but only run smoothly when properly aligned’.
- ‘Your brain has forgotten the path to produce voice for speech; we need to find the path to the voice again and memorise that feeling’.
- ‘For a time you couldn’t use the most efficient route (The Motorway) and instead needed to use a ‘B road’ to make the movement. Now we know the Motorway is open, which will be more efficient, we can help you to use the Motorway consistently again’.
- ‘In explaining aetiology, using the analogy ‘sometimes people throw their back out but don’t know what happened’ and explain that the body can respond to experiences that we are not acutely aware of’.
- ‘Describe other non-structural causes of physical symptoms: stomach ache before an important exam; headache from a stressful day at work; shoulder/neck/arm tension from being tense over some issue’.
- ‘Explain that throat muscles are particularly vulnerable to stress/anxiety (analogy of lump in throat when cross/upset/holding back tears) and when they get into a habit of tightening it can alter how our voice sounds, contribute to breathing difficulties and cough. They need to be shown how to relax/release’.
- ‘You have very efficiently learnt how to use your voice (clear and strong) when you needed this protection. This learning was so helpful that you kept using it when it was no longer necessary. Now you no longer need this technique and may benefit from reacquainting yourself with how you previously spoke (breathed, swallowed, etc.)’.
- ‘Explain conditioned learning (eg, ‘Pavlov’s dogs’), especially when symptoms are intermittent, paving the way to ‘unlearning’ with treatment’.
- ‘Explain ‘your brain is clever, and it knows that you need to take the problem seriously’.
- ‘Explain the diagnosis using a sketch of a straight line balanced on the tip of a triangle, and discuss the importance of a balance between capacities and demands (bringing into the explanation the Demands and Capacities Model; when demands (internal and external) exceed capacity (compromised by pain, headache, sleep deprivation, etc), the neurological demands on the brain’s finite resources are compromised. Use the analogy of demands as noise in the brain, impacting the finite synapses we depend on for rapid transmission and storage of information (capacities).’

**Explain and demonstrate the rationale for the diagnosis. Explain that the presence of variability suggests that improvement should be possible with treatment.**
- ‘Demonstrate and explain positive clinical features, for example, ‘When you imitated my voice in this way, I was able to hear your voice, even though momentarily. This suggests that the vocal cords are able to move normally when automatic control takes over, and tells us that we should be able to get your voice working normally again and back under your voluntary control’.

**Provide written information and direct to other resources**
- ‘Printed symptom information sheets’.
- ‘Online information such as www.neurosymptoms.org’.
- ‘It is good practice to write clinical letters to patients when possible, and to enable access to clinical reports when respective specialists give permission’.

**Box 4 Continued**

**Suitability for treatment**

Factors important for engagement with treatment include: (1) a reasonable degree of understanding and agreement with the diagnosis and (2) motivation and agreement to treatment.

Circumstances in which beginning or continuing symptomatic therapy is less likely to be successful or may be inadvisable, and which suggest a guarded or poor prognosis in some cases include:

- ‘Transient, unpredictable or highly variable symptoms across settings’.
- ‘Resolution or improvement of symptoms will lead to a return to what may be an unsafe or ‘futile’ work environment or domestic situation’.
- ‘Unresolved litigation related to symptoms’.
- ‘Severe psychiatric comorbidity’.
- ‘Other severe FND symptoms are present, such as seizures, dissociative states, severe pain or fatigue. However, early plan for self-management and strategies for coping with possible relapse of symptoms.’
treatment of communication symptoms may enable the person to engage better with treatment of the other symptoms.

► Patient doubts the diagnosis of FND, although some may accept/embrace it during successful symptomatic treatment.

► Poor confidence in therapist’s ability to help them resolve symptoms.

A trial of therapy is generally appropriate despite a degree of resistance or ambivalence. However, some positive response to treatment should be expected during the first 1–2 sessions; failure to respond at all during these initial sessions suggests it would be better to pause and revisit symptomatic treatment at a later date, or with another therapist.

General principles of symptomatic treatment

The principles of symptomatic management of functional communication, swallowing, and cough disorders can be helpfully informed by both perceptual-motor learning models as they have been applied to voice training and therapy, and recommendations from physiotherapy and occupational therapy professionals with experience treating FND. Treatment involves learning or retraining of motor patterns, while highlighting the ways in which attention, expectations, illness beliefs and the vulnerability of our sense of agency (the experience of controlling one’s own movements) may inhibit normal movements and promote abnormal movements.

1. Identify symptomatic behaviours and explain the mechanism of the symptom

It is important to explain how the patient’s symptoms differ from those associated with normal speech, voice, swallowing or cough and then to draw attention to the inadvertent and unnecessary efforts being used in particular muscle groups, such as in the head and neck, face, upper torso and shoulders; for example, patients are often surprised to learn that even producing a hoarse whisper can reflect excessive effort. Acknowledging how tiring and distressing it can be to exert such effort may prompt a reaction of relief or gratitude when the patient senses someone understands what they have been experiencing.

2. Introduce strategies to facilitate natural automatic patterns of movement

A common key feature of symptomatic treatment involves finding ways to access natural automatic movement patterns.

3. Regain voluntary control over conscious initiation of speech, phonation, swallowing, etc

In addition to facilitating natural automatic movement patterns, in some cases the aim will be to trigger highly volitional utterances that will be simply different from the abnormal speech pattern. It may not necessarily be normal, but it will be different, and it can then be shaped towards normal. The therapist may then invite the person to extend these different or natural automatic patterns of movement into familiar and well-learnt sequences that require little conscious thought or planning. The schemas for these automatic sequences tend to be locked into our procedural memory which are revealed when we ask a person to engage in well-learnt and practised tasks which they are able to do largely without detailed awareness of what has been learnt.

4. Extend automatic activities into graded, functionally relevant and meaningful activities

When the therapist asks the patient to do these automatic and well-learnt sequential tasks, many will be able to complete them successfully (even if only tentatively at first). However, if the patient is clearly reticent, the therapist may introduce a number of additional activities in order to distract the patient’s attention from their own performance. For instance, during verbal tasks the therapist may introduce ways to momentarily mask the patient’s auditory feedback of their own voice and speech which will then help to trigger a reflexive vocal response. Distraction of attention can serve to block the patient’s heightened sensitivity to auditory feedback which may have prompted a self-conscious inhibition of their voice or speech.

For many patients, it can be an exciting moment to hear their speech, voice and fluency returning to normal once again, or to realise they have swallowed some fluid without choking. For some, their relief may trigger laughter or tears. For others it can be an uncomfortable experience and may even stimulate an escalation in the severity of their involuntary symptomatic behaviours. Here it is important for the therapist to confidently persist with the interventions, reassuring the patient that it is not unusual for their speech or swallowing patterns to go through different stages as it returns to normal, and that they intend to persevere with them through this transition phase if the patient wishes to continue.

5. Positive and negative practice between old and new

Distraction or diverted attention is not always necessary, and some find it helpful to guide the patient to allocate all attentional resources to positive (auditory, kinaesthetic, vibrotactile) changes that take place during the course of therapy. This is an essential component of positive/negative (new way/old way) practice; paying attention to how the new pattern feels compared with the old disordered pattern aids a sense of voluntary control and mastery.

6. Consolidate and generalise normalised behaviours into wider social context

The next step is to extend these improved utterances or behaviours into graded and meaningful, task-oriented activities that will eventually culminate in conversation, swallowing comfortably during social mealtime eating and drinking, or managing symptoms of cough in different settings. In keeping with another key principle of perceptual-motor learning, findings suggest that conscious self-focused attention on the minutiae of the mechanics of motor tasks affects both performance and learning negatively. In contrast, focused attention on the target of the activity and the desired outcomes of the task are generally more beneficial.

7. Help the patient to notice and challenge unhelpful thoughts

Incorporating principles from cognitive–behavioural therapy (CBT) can aid treatment of FND, and there have been promising results from trials of specific CBT for functional movement disorders and dissociative seizures, functional communication, swallowing, cough disorders and specifically in relation to voice. CBT principles can inform therapy even without formal CBT training. For example, by helping the patient to notice and challenge unhelpful automatic thoughts, such as catastrophising (eg, ‘If I stutter at work I’ll lose my job’; ‘once I start coughing I won’t be able to stop’); or ‘all or nothing’ thoughts like ‘If my voice isn’t perfect all the time then I’m a failure’ or...
‘swallowing is sometimes hard so it is better if I never eat in public’. Behavioural strategies might include helping the patient to plan ‘behavioural experiments’—such as a telephone call, or coffee with a friend—to address fear and avoidance of specific activities.

8. Address psychosocial predisposing and perpetuating factors

Many patients with FND will have rapid and successful resolution of symptoms without the need to explore psychological or social risk factors, which may not be relevant. However, some patients will wish to explore the relevance of psychological or social factors as therapy progresses. From a purely practical point of view, it is easier to address those influences once functional symptoms are no longer interfering with communication. We emphasise that the therapist can helpfully and appropriately engage in supportive discussion about the role of anxiety, or about the impact that symptoms have had on relationships and everyday life, without special training in counselling or psychotherapy. These discussions might, for example, help the patient to plan for situations where symptoms may recur, and allow them to explore how best to manage future relapses.

In the more unusual situation in which a patient becomes extremely distressed or psychologically unwell during treatment, a plan for additional or alternative management should be made, incorporating the patient’s general practitioner/family doctor, other members of the multidisciplinary team (eg, psychiatry or psychology), or referral to a mental health professional or crisis services as available locally.

A final stage of treatment often involves encouraging the ongoing involvement of family, friends and caregivers, and re-establishing the links to and support from the patient’s workplace and work colleagues.

9. Prepare strategies for dealing with setbacks or relapse

Patients should be prepared for the possibility of relapse, with the emphasis on enabling them to self-manage any relapse using the techniques used during therapy. Clear criteria should be provided to the patient and referree, or other members of the multidisciplinary team, about how and when future therapy should be sought; this advice should be provided on a case-by-case basis and obviously may depend on service constraints. However, in general we recommend that further treatment or support be made available in case of relapse. As emphasised in a discussion paper addressing ways to end therapy ‘the therapeutic relationship once established need never be broken’.

Assessment, diagnosis and treatment of specific symptoms

The following sections address specific symptoms. However, it should be noted that these specific symptoms are not mutually exclusive but often co-occur. An individual may experience a range of different symptoms at different times, including during treatment and recovery. The treatment strategies suggested here are based on available evidence and the combined clinical experience of the consensus group. They largely represent recommendations rather than high-level-evidence-based guidelines.

Specific symptoms: functional voice disorders

Functional voice symptoms include dysphonia, aphonias, odynophonia (pain using the voice), vocal fatigue and mutational falsetto or puberphonia (high pitched voice after puberty). Globus is common, and excessive physical effort is a hallmark feature of these disorders. There is a (usually) sudden or intermittent loss of volitional control over the initiation and maintenance of phonation despite normal structure and function as observed during laryngoscopy and clinical examination. Since the voice is often closely associated with the expression of emotion, sudden total or partial loss of voice is often presumed to be linked to psychological factors and negative emotions associated with stress. Furthermore, patterns of vocal hyperfunction related to dysregulated or imbalanced laryngeal muscle activity are often observed, both of which are consistent with current FND models that emphasise the interplay between ‘top down’ and ‘bottom up’ influences on peripheral sensorimotor processing.22–24 As a consequence, in the past these disorders have often been referred to as ‘psychogenic’, or ‘conversion dysphonia’, with others more recently preferring the more aetiologically neutral term of ‘functional’ or ‘primary muscle tension dysphonia’.

Onset may follow acute stress or longer-term difficulties, sometimes characterised by conflict over speaking out, expressing negative emotions, a sense of powerlessness; sometimes related to personality vulnerabilities.18 56 57 Importantly, many patients do not recall any emotionally stressful incidents, but will associate their loss of voice with a recent upper respiratory tract infection, a medical procedure involving the head and neck, or some form of blunt injury which cannot account for the nature and severity of the vocal symptoms. Therapists often comment that while some patients do not report or recall significant stresses prior to onset, once they have their voice back, they might reopen conversations about possible psychosocial triggers. Helpful assessment methods and diagnostic features are listed in the full version (see online supplemental file 1).

Treatment includes strategies to bypass problematic movement patterns by facilitating short, instinctual responses and overlearned or reflexive utterances (table 3). It is advisable to inform patients that you are going to ask them to do some things differently which may entail making unusual sounds or carrying out gestures or bodily movements not associated with their usual way of talking. These activities can elicit normal phonation easily, without conscious preparation, since they are neither generally associated with use of the voice, nor are they experienced as being directly related to a conscious intent to communicate. If they were, they may trigger patterns of inhibitory muscular tension and exaggeration of the symptoms.

Specific treatment strategies may be necessary to reduce excessive musculoskeletal tension when present. They may include focal palpation of the laryngeal region, circumlaryngeal massage and manual repositioning with gentle but firm lowering or compression of the larynx (when within professional scope and competence).58 59 The speech and language professional should reassure the patient that their pattern of excessive tension does not represent an irreversible muscular abnormality, but rather reflects a well-intentioned, but misdirected effort to achieve normal voice. Just prior to touching the neck, throat and larynx, reflect a well-informed, but misdirected effort to achieve normal voice. Just prior to touching the neck, throat and larynx, it is important to explain what the clinician will do and why, and to ask permission to palpate, massage or reposition the larynx.

Use of traditional evidence-based techniques for dysphonia such as Vocal Function Exercises, Semi-Occluded Vocal Tract Exercises, and Resonant Voice Exercises may be useful for modifying voice, consolidation and generalisation.

Once normal phonation has been achieved, generalisation beyond the clinical setting is relatively straightforward, but can be particularly challenging for some individuals in specific psychosocial contexts (ie, a schoolteacher returning to the classroom after developing functional aphony following significant difficulties in managing rebellious student behaviours and lack of support from school leaders). Under these circumstances, sustained improvement may be difficult to achieve, especially
### Table 3  Treatment of functional voice disorders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domains of intervention</th>
<th>Examples of possible strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education/explanatory</td>
<td>► A key part of treatment is clear explanation of the nature of the disorder (see box 4 for helpful phrases) and the rationale for the diagnosis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Review the laryngoscopy examination and/or images together with the patient. It is particularly important to explain that ‘abnormal movements’ and similar remarks in written reports reflect reversible habitual movements and not irreversible structural abnormality, as patients may misunderstand the implications of such phrases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Explain that voice disorders can result from excessive muscle tension which may prevent normal speech but does not represent an irreversible or uncontrollable abnormality and that it can be brought under their control.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptomatic</td>
<td>Natural, reflexive, or instinctive behaviours usually accompanied by sound:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Cough and clear the throat (allowing voice to be present if possible).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Yawn followed by a sigh (as if with genuine relief).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Whimper sounds (as if a small distressed animal such as a kitten) or invite extremely high-pitched voice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Grunt or groan (as if in pain, shifting posture, lifting a heavy item).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Comfort moaning sounds (associated with pleasure, eating something delicious).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Gargling with a firm sound (first with water then simulated without water).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Pretend to be sneezing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Use slow easy onset with prolonged speech sounds such as /m/-/n/-/ng/-/mmu/-muu.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Phonation on inhalation while maintaining a very relaxed body.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Playful pre-linguistic vocal sounds that we might enjoy with a young child:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Blow raspberries while voicing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Phonate with a rising and falling scale blowing the lips like a horse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Move finger rapidly in between the lips shaped for ‘ooh’ with a falling inflection from high to low (you are so cute).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Put the lips with hand while phonating (gentle affectionate tone as if to infant).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Gently pat the patient’s back while they sigh out ‘ah’ (as if with comfort).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Patient pats own chest firmly while sighing ‘ah’ (with a sense of comfort or relief).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Gently try to sound the scale up by using nasal sounds such as /m/-/n/-/ng/.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Produce a low-pitched glottal fry at the very bottom of the vocal range.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Giggle or laugh (as if in absolute delight).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Hold a tube of paper to the lips, phonate ‘ooh’ and notice sensation of lips vibrating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Sing rising and falling scale on tongue till with firmly voiced consonant, for example, ‘dr’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Automatic phrases and utterances with minimal communicative responsibility:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Respond with short ‘Mmm mm’ ‘Okay’ ‘Uh huh’ (as in response to question).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Count and recite days of the week, sing ‘Happy Birthday’ or favourite song.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical and or postural manoeuvres:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Reposturing/repositioning/lowering of the larynx including circumlaryngeal massage with concurrent vocalisation. It is important to clearly explain and check with the patient before touching their neck.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► During these manoeuvres, patient may be asked to phonate gently on an open vowel such as /ah/, nasal sounds such as /mm/, or to glide down the scale from high to low on a /who00/ which will often facilitate a tentative squeak, an uncertain pitch break from falsetto phonation into modal voice, or a brief sound resembling their normal voice. For some it may even prompt more irregular phonation, so the therapist needs to reassure the patient that different stages of dysphonia may be heard as it returns to its normal pitch, quality and function.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Postural manipulations such as phonating while bending over or while leaning back and looking at the ceiling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Redirection of attentional focus:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Bubble blowing into water with vocalisation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Large body movements such as jumping, shaking out body while make ‘shivering noises’ facilitates redirection and release.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Invite patient to communicate and interact while walking along, inside or outside the clinical setting, against the noise of traffic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Use of amplification or headphones to alter or enhance auditory feedback.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use of electroglottography (EGG) and electromycography as forms of laryngeal biofeedback which may also serve to redirect attention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological</td>
<td>► Communication counselling attending to predisposing, precipitating and perpetuating issues related to onset and maintenance of voice symptoms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Identify and gently address patterns of avoiding of speaking or excessive dependence on aids to communication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>► Identify any social or other phobic anxiety, that is, of speaking in particular situations. Support to increase exposure and so reduce anxiety to feared situations. In some cases collaborative work with, or onward referral to, mental health professionals for structured psychotherapy (eg, CBT) may be helpful.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CBT, cognitive–behavioural therapy.

if there is evidence of long-standing anxiety, comorbid depression or ongoing medicolegal or workers’ compensation issues.\(^{43}\) Outcomes are more likely to be positive if the patient understands the relationship between the voice problem and any ongoing psychosocial issues and has strategies in place to deal with them. Basic supportive counselling (and use of additional psychological approaches within individual scope) by the speech and language professional is often sufficient, but referral for additional support from a mental health professional is sometimes essential.

Systematic reviews of randomised controlled trials exploring the efficacy of symptomatic voice therapy for ‘functional dysphonia’ report moderate-to-good evidence for the direct symptomatic and behavioural voice therapies, either alone or in combination with indirect therapies that may involve education and vocal hygiene.\(^{43, 49, 60-62}\) More recently an extensive evaluation of the evidence for the efficacy of therapy for functional and structural neurological voice disorders has shown similar findings.\(^{65}\) These studies did not appear to distinguish between patients within their broadly defined functional dysphonia groups (ie, no structural abnormality) and those traditionally termed ‘psychogenic/conversion aphaonia dysphonia’ as being discussed in this paper.

Another subtype of functional communication disorders is functional mutism, in which the patient does not produce sound, even with a whisper, or may mouth words with accurate but inaudible articulatory movements. This is in contrast to selective mutism which reflects voluntary refusal to speak, sometimes only in specific circumstances (often in the context of anxiety). In functional mutism the inability to speak is experienced as involuntary. Selective mutism and functional mutism sometimes overlap. In some cases the history reveals a breakdown in communication with significant others, and/or there is a conflict over speaking out or expressing negative emotions. The person may ask for access to an electronic device to assist with communication, which raises interesting issues about offering aids that may serve to perpetuate the ongoing pattern of mutism. When possible, communication without aids should be encouraged.
Specific symptoms: functional stuttering

Functional stuttering is distinguished from developmental or neurogenic stuttering by new onset in adulthood (without prior developmental speech output difficulties), extremes of variability or consistency on sound, syllable, word or phrase repetitions, unusual patterns of rate and pausing, increased dysfluency with more simple speech tasks, and lack of improvement with activities that usually promote fluency. Of note, functional dysfluency (unusual patterns of rate and pausing, increased dysfluency with developmental speech output difficulties), extremes of variability of rate and pitch, and in patients with comorbid neurological disease including stroke, epilepsy or traumatic brain injury.38 67 Some potential approaches to symptomatic treatment are summarised in table 4.

Table 4 Treatment of functional dysfluency/stuttering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domains of intervention</th>
<th>Examples of possible strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education and explanatory</td>
<td>► Reassurance regarding nature of symptoms and good prognosis for resolution. ► Explanation for rationale behind diagnosis of functional stuttering. ► Highlight the importance of forward airflow during speech to achieve smoothness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptomatic</td>
<td>Reduction of excessive musculoskeletal tension in both speech and non-speech muscles often associated with stuttering: ► Reduce muscle tension, drawing on techniques used for functional voice disorders. ► Select high frequency abnormal behaviours associated with dysfluencies. ► Palpate or manipulate facial muscles or lower the larynx to reduce muscle tension. ► Reduce muscular tension in head, neck, shoulders and postural alignment. Eliminate secondary or accessory movements which may involve asking them to do something differently or adding a distraction which is faded out as speech normalises. ► Slow down. ► Invite person to place a finger on their throat. ► Suggest finger tapping thumb and finger while speaking. ► Speak while listening to music through headphones. ► Speak while lying on their back. ► Speak while listening to music through headphones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological</td>
<td>► Communication counselling attending to predisposing, precipitating perpetuating issues related to onset, presentation, and maintenance of stuttering behaviours. ► Address abnormal illness beliefs, excessive attention and vigilance towards bodily sensations, and the sense of loss of control over speech fluency. ► Tease out the role of the mind in stuttering and the fear of stuttering. ► Emphasising speech naturalness. ► Determining hierarchy of speaking situations with desensitisation tasks. ► Communication counselling attending to predisposing, precipitating perpetuating issues related to onset, presentation, and maintenance of stuttering behaviours. ► Address abnormal illness beliefs, excessive attention and vigilance towards bodily sensations, and the sense of loss of control over speech fluency. ► Teach person to respond to moments of stuttering and feelings of loss of control in more adaptive ways, using less struggle and tension which can be beneficial, both psychologically and physically. ► Refer to mental health professionals for psychotherapy; acceptance and commitment therapy; or CBT for treatment of anxiety in relation to stuttering.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CBT, cognitive–behavioural therapy.

Although positive outcomes have been reported in case studies of treatment of functional stuttering in adults, it remains unclear what elements of these treatments explain their effectiveness.38 67 Some potential approaches to symptomatic treatment are summarised in table 4.

When functional dysfluency does not resolve quickly with treatment, psychological impacts can be severe. Generalised anxiety and social anxiety in anticipation of speaking activity have significant implications for self-identity, close relationships, and quality of life. While diagnosis of a psychological disorder is outside the scope of practice for speech language professionals, recognition of psychosocial factors in functional stuttering (as in developmental stuttering) allows therapists to appreciate the lived experience of stuttering and to guide appropriate therapy. Alongside symptomatic treatment, the therapist might helpfully include psychological approaches targeting features of avoidance, rumination and self-doubt.71 72

As with developmental and neurogenic presentations of stuttering, collaboration with mental health professionals may be helpful in the management of secondary anxiety disorders and psychological distress.74

Specific symptoms: functional articulation symptoms

Functional articulation disorders are characterised by substitutions or distortions of specific sounds, some of which may be associated with developmental errors (eg, ‘wread’/’read’, ‘wittle’/’little’, ‘thome thoap’/’some soap’). Some sounds are produced with marked variability and unusual and exaggerated tongue, lip or jaw movements. These distortions may be accompanied by other unusual prosodic features, such as inappropriate
patterns of loudness, with telegraphic speech and hesitations or exaggerated facial movements. Errors may be consistent and limited to particular sounds, or unusual and associated with unusual tongue posturing (eg, speaking with consistent tongue retraction). The patient may complain of weakness while exhibiting paradoxical strained voice quality. Functional articulation symptoms sometimes develop after dental, surgical or traumatic injury to the mouth, tongue or facial structures, or in combination with other functional symptoms affecting voice or fluency. Inhibitor (SSRI) antidepressants or low-dose amitriptyline may be helpful for globus.

Medical

- Provide information and advice to reduce acid reflux. Signpost for appropriate medical management of acid reflux and/or post nasal drip if present.
- Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitor (SSRI) antidepressants or low-dose amitriptyline may be helpful for globus.

Specific symptoms: other functional communication disorder symptoms (eg, language, prosody and accent)

Language impairments impacting on understanding, word finding, syntax, reading and writing may occur in FNDs, often along with other functional cognitive symptoms. Diagnosis is generally made on the basis of significant internal inconsistency in performance compared with well-described lesion-based patterns of aphasia, dysgraphia and alexia. An example of such inconsistency would be disproportionate difficulty with reading during formal assessment in comparison to day-to-day reading. In some cases, however, these problems may be abnormally consistent in comparison with lesion-based aphasia, dysgraphia, etc.

Subjective word finding or memory and concentration difficulties are not uncommon in patients with FND, and often appear to reflect inefficient allocation of attentional resources. Once other speech or communication symptoms, or other functional symptoms, are effectively treated, such cognitive symptoms may resolve. If the symptoms persist, some patients may benefit from being taught simple compensatory strategies for word retrieval deficits and similar difficulties.

FAS is a disorder of speech in which listeners perceive the affected individual as speaking with a foreign or regional accent. Onset of FAS may occur in neurological disease or damage, for example after stroke or brain injury. Recent review of cases of self-reported FAS suggest that in some cases symptoms are the result of an FND. Functional FAS can be identified by the presence of internally inconsistent changes in the person’s articulation and prosody, alterations to vowel and consonant production, stress, rhythm and intonation (see online supplemental file 1).

Similarly, while immature features (eg, developmental articulation errors) may persist in the speech of some adults, the sudden emergence of such features, and incongruity with the person’s former manner of speaking, age, level of maturity and occupation, suggests an FND. Such immature speech is often characterised by a combination of prosodic, voice and articulatory alterations such as elevated pitch, exaggerated inflectional patterns and common development errors (eg, th/s, w/r); immature speech may be accompanied by infantile gestures and expressions. Functional immature speech may co-occur with functional voice disorders or stuttering and may disappear when the voice or fluency symptoms have resolved with intervention. Treatment by the speech and language professional may be directed towards modification of these obvious speech, voice and infantile pragmatic behaviours. However, in view of the possible symbolic implications of these regressive symptoms, in cases where there is clear evidence of relational difficulties or emotional problems, referral for referral for family therapy with an emphasis on close interpersonal relationships or psychodynamic psychotherapy may be appropriate.
Functional FAS may resolve spontaneously or during treatment; but there is relatively little information about the best treatment approaches to use when symptoms persist. Of note, FAS may or may not impact on communicative effectiveness. Others have suggested attention to detailed phonetic analysis with traditional speech therapy while recognising comorbid psychological factors, or strategies routinely used for accent reduction in non-native speakers of English. In a case described by Lee et al., functional FAS resolved with speech and language therapy approaches combined with CBT. Some treatment suggestions for functional FAS and other disorders of language, prosody and accent are offered in the full version (see online supplemental file 1).

Specific symptoms: globus pharyngeus

Globus pharyngeus is a functional disorder which presents as a recurrent, non-painful but uncomfortable sensation of a lump in the throat, in the absence of dysphagia, odynophagia, gastro-oesophageal reflux disease (GORD/GERD) or a histopathology-based oesophageal motility disorder. Globus commonly co-occurs with functional voice disorders.

Symptoms may be persistent or intermittent and are experienced as a sensation of a foreign body in the throat (eg, hair, crumb); a tightening or choking feeling; a lump in the throat; or sensations of throat strain or itch. Globus is more obvious between meals and improves with eating, but there is often a sense of food and/or liquid sticking or passing with difficulty through the oesophagus. Globus is often associated with throat clearing, a sense of mucus build up or dry throat, repeated swallowing, chronic cough or hoarseness and, over time, dysphonia with pharyngolaryngeal tension.

Studies have shown links between globus and psychological stress, with many patients reporting exacerbation of their symptoms during periods of high emotional intensity. Although common, psychological and psychiatric disorders may be an outcome rather than a predisposing factor.

Globus must be distinguished from dysphagia, but while the two symptoms do not necessarily co-occur, empirical data suggests that 20% of patients with functional dysphagia experience globus sensation with swallowing. Within gastroenterology, globus is defined often using the Rome IV criteria as a diagnosis of exclusion. This is in contrast to the inclusive methods preferred here for diagnosis of functional voice and speech disorders.

There are few adequately controlled treatment trials for globus. Although spontaneous remission may occur with reduction in psychological stress, 75% are still symptomatic after 3 years. One study suggested that globus symptoms resolved after reassuring diagnostic investigation by an ear, nose, throat physician; others have cautioned against over investigation.

While therapeutic trials of proton-pump inhibitors are sometimes recommended in order to exclude GORD as a cause of globus, it should be noted that in a randomised controlled trial, globus resolved as frequently in patients administered esomeprazole as in those given placebo. Antidepressants may be helpful, even in the absence of mood symptoms, in reducing oesophageal pain and discomfort. In one small trial, the SSRI antidepressant paroxetine was found both effective and superior to low dose amitriptyline (a tricyclic antidepressant), which was superior to the proton-pump inhibitor lansoprazole in treatment of refractory globus.

There is good preliminary evidence for the effectiveness of speech and language therapy in treating globus. These approaches to management are summarised in the full version (see online supplemental file 1).

Specific symptoms: functional dysphagia

Functional dysphagia is more often oropharyngeal rather than oesophageal since oropharyngeal musculature is under voluntary rather than autonomic control. For both types of dysphagia exclusion of disease is vital, but for oropharyngeal dysphagia identifying positive features is an important part of the diagnosis and explanation when due to a functional disorder. Positive signs include inability to swallow in the absence of drooling or excessive oral secretions, or inability to control anything in the mouth but ability to spit saliva into a cup.

Symptoms of ‘globus’, a feeling of it being ‘hard’ to swallow, pain on swallowing, choking sensations and coughing are often described by patients with functional dysphagia. Patients often adapt avoidance behaviours as an attempt to reduce the perceived risk of choking. Examples include subtly reducing food intake and textures, changing head postures, eating slowly and with raised bodily tension and social avoidance. Fear of choking is common and functional dysphagia may ultimately lead to unintended weight loss, social withdrawal, anxiety, panic and depression. The impacts on quality of life are not dissimilar to those experienced by patients suffering dysphagia in association with head and neck cancer.

Functional oesophageal dysphagia can be diagnosed using Rome IV criteria, which unlike other disorders in this paper, are based on exclusion of disease rather than positive clinical features of functional disorder, with diagnostic criteria requiring that the following symptoms are present for at least 3 months, with onset 6 months before diagnosis: (1) a sense of solid or liquid food sticking, lodging, or passing abnormally through the oesophagus; (2) an absence of mechanical obstruction, GERD or oesophageal motility disorder causing these symptoms. Such patients require varying levels of investigation, the details of which are outside the scope of this article.

In some cases functional dysphagia is an isolated symptom, with muscle tension or laryngeal hypersensitivity; in other cases dysphagia may be present as one of a range of functional motor symptoms, for example, in stroke-like presentations; or may be associated with significant phagophobia or psychiatric symptoms. Functional symptoms elsewhere in the gastrointestinal tract, such as cyclical vomiting, may impact on food intake goals.

There have been no randomised controlled trials for treatments specifically targeted at functional dysphagia as opposed to globus. Antidepressants are sometimes used on the basis of evidence of benefit in overlapping disorders causing oesophageal discomfort.

An overview of educational, behavioural and psychological strategies that may be used by speech and language professionals in the management of functional dysphagia are summarised in the full version (see online supplemental file 1). Of note, a recent trial of Cognitive Behaviour-Enhanced Swallowing Therapy in patients recovering from head and neck cancer had promising outcomes; a similar approach may be beneficial in treatment of functional dysphagia.

Specific symptoms: cough and vocal cord dysfunction (laryngeal hypersensitivity syndrome)

The group suggests that conceptualising laryngeal hypersensitivity syndrome as a functional disorder is appropriate. Chronic cough and vocal cord dysfunction (also known as paradoxical vocal fold motion and inducible laryngeal obstruction) can be considered manifestations of laryngeal hypersensitivity syndrome. Symptoms can occur in the absence of a known cause or persists despite thorough medical
management. Cough and vocal cord dysfunction persist as a result of reversible changes in function or aberrant involuntary learnt behaviours, rather than primarily due to ongoing disease or damage, but not necessarily in the presence or as a result of significant psychological distress. Importantly, it is possible to have laryngeal hypersensitivity syndrome without meeting criteria for DSM-5 somatic symptom disorder (in which disproportionate time, energy, thoughts, anxious feelings and behaviours persist in relation to the seriousness of the symptoms), which is the way the American College of Chest Physicians have framed conditions previously described as psychogenic cough.\textsuperscript{101,102}

It seems likely that the term psychogenic cough has been used inappropriately for a range of types of refractory cough. Idiopathic cough\textsuperscript{103} medically unexplained cough\textsuperscript{10,104} chronic refractory cough\textsuperscript{105} neurogenic cough or laryngeal/cough hypersensitivity syndrome\textsuperscript{106} all refer to cough of unknown aetiology that persists despite medical treatment. Psychiatric comorbidity is far from universal and often secondary rather than causal.\textsuperscript{103,107}

Referral should follow respiratory assessment by a physician, which should usually include investigations including spirometry. This group recognises two patterns of dysfunctional cough: (1) persistent habitual cough, and (2) cough which occurs intermittently in a ‘hypersensitive’ pattern but without objective evidence of airway hypersensitivity, in response to salient stimuli as part of a conditioned response, and with or without perceived panic or autonomic arousal. Respiratory exposure chamber testing may be indicated in some persistent cases. In most cases the diagnosis should be clearly established prior to referral for speech therapy. However, in those cases where patients may self-refer, they should be encouraged to seek formal assessment by a respiratory physician.

The assessment process can help the patient to understand the nature of their disorder, to recognise the key triggers that stimulate their urge to cough and then, how they respond behaviourally to those triggers. Strategies and behavioural guidelines for treatment, as recommended by a speech and language professionals, physiotherapists and respiratory physicians specialising in this area are summarised in the full version (see online supplemental file 1).\textsuperscript{108–110}

CONCLUSION

Functional communication, swallowing and cough symptoms are common, and may be effectively treated with a range of techniques that already form part of the considerable expertise of speech and language professionals.

It is intended that these recommendations help speech and language professionals who work in a variety of settings to feel better able to approach the assessment and treatment of functional disorders with confidence and good outcomes, including as part of a multidisciplinary team treating patients with a range of functional neurological symptoms.

We note as a limitation the dominance of a small number of countries in the authorship, and potential for bias related to the interests of included authors. Future work might helpfully take a more widely international approach to identify key research priorities.

We hope that, by fostering interest into functional disorders as a key part of the work of speech and language professionals, our recommendations might stimulate research towards developing more evidence-based treatments for these disorders.
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